HOT LIST

Baggage Claim

75 bags surveyed, 10 earned gold

SUN MOUNTAIN
C-139

> 7.1 pounds. The base handle, umbrella holder and cart-strap slots are so seamlessly integrated, they're hardly noticeable.
PRICE $220 (cart)

WILSON STAFF

If you play many courses, you'll like how the bag's base stays flat with the ground when the legs are pushed out.
PRICE $200 (carry)

TITLEIST
LIGHTWEIGHT

> 5.5 pounds. The right-shoulder strap slides along a circular pad on the back, making it a breeze to slip on and off.
PRICE $200 (carry)

CALLAWAY
HYPER-LITE 3

> 4.7 pounds. In search of a stable stand bag? Extra traction was added to the base and foot pads to ensure it won't slide.
PRICE $160 (carry)

TAYLORMADE
MICROLITE

> 5.6 pounds. The bag's top is square instead of round. This makes it a lot easier to get your clubs in and out.
PRICE $160 (carry)

Photographs by Levi Brown
54% buy carry bags, 45% cart bags. 1% buy staff bags. Seriously.

OGIO GOTHAM

4.9 pounds. Need to open your pockets with one hand? The zippers are set at an angle for speedy access.

**Price** $240 (carry)

SUN MOUNTAIN
H2NO LITE

5 pounds. All the seams are sealed with waterproof tape. Even the zippers keep water out.

**Price** $260 (carry)

PING HOOFER

5.5 pounds. The rain hood is stored and attached under the hip pad for extra cushioning.

**Price** $200 (carry)

OGIO MACHU

8.1 pounds. For you orderly types, this bag features two extra slots upfront for your wedge and putter.

**Price** $225 (cart)

DATREK
LITE RIDER

5.7 pounds. It's light for a cart bag. But when you fill the oversize cooler pocket, you'll be glad you're riding.

**Price** $150 (cart)

THE SILVERS

Callaway Org.16, Maxfli U/Series 3.0 Stand, Mizuno AeroLite SPR II, Nike Performance Cart, Nike Sport Lite, Ogio Chamber, Ping Traverse, Ping L8, Sun Mountain Front 9, TaylorMade Performance Hybrid, Titleist Ultra Lightweight, Tour Edge Exotics Xtreme 2.